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Introducing myself
Who am I?
§ Director & Head of Investment Banking Technology
Strategic Programs at Credit Suisse
§ Co-chair of EMEA LGBT & Ally Network
§ Ambassador for Stonewall, OUTStanding, Diversity
Role Models, TiTC, P3, Gires & United Nations
§ Proud to be an LGBT+ Ally
§ Gender fluid & Non binary – part of the ‘T’
§ Married for 25+ years with two amazing children
§ Drive much external work – Parliament,
Government Equalities Office, BBC, External Firms
§ Honored to work with so many amazing individuals
driving to move the needle
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The objective of the LGBT & Ally Program
Fostering a workplace environment where all are accepted and included regardless of their
gender identity or sexuality - Allies play the largest role in building this culture we strive for
here at Credit Suisse
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The friendly Gender Bread Person

Source: The Genderbread Person: https://www.genderbread.org/
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Allyship is a journey
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Allyship can be applied to so many points of difference
We are all the same but uniquely different
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Why is this so important for society and business?

Authenticity and the risk to lives and wellbeing due to alienation
67%

97%

46%

Trans* individuals avoid being
open about their gender identity
for fear of a negative reaction.
Non-binary respondents were
particularly likely to do so (76%)

Of Trans* individuals experienced
harassment or discrimination in the
workplace

Of LGBTQ workers say they are
closeted at work

35%

31%

45%

Of LGBT individuals have hidden
that they LGBT at work for fear of
discrimination

Of non-binary people and 18% of
trans people don’t feel able to
wear work attire representing their
gender expression

Of Trans* young people have
attempted suicide; 22% of LGB
young people, who aren’t Trans*,
have attempted suicide

64%

Nearly 1 in 10

> 4 in 5

Of Trans* pupils in the UK are
bullied for being LGBT at school.
For pupils who are LGBT that
number is 45% in UK

Trans* pupils are subjected to
death threats at school

Trans* young people have selfharmed. For LGB young people who
aren’t Trans*, 3 in 5 have self
harmed

Sources: School Report, Stonewall, 2017; The RaRE Research Report, LGB&T Mental Health – Risk and Resilience Explored, 2015;
LGBT in Britain – Work Report, Stonewall and YouGov, 2018; A Workplace Divided, Human Rights Campaign Foundation, 2018; UK
Governments Equalities Office LGBT Survey, 2018
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Building the foundations of a supportive work
environment: ‘Celebrate not tolerate’
Internal visibility is essential

Internal educational guides

Positive and public communication of corporate values
Partnering with like-minded third parties
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Key component to a supportive environment: Ally
programmes
What is an Ally?

An ally is anyone who supports or empowers another person or group.
An Ally does not need to be:

An Ally should consistently:

An expert

Listen to other’s stories to build empathy

A senior leader

Celebrate the work of those less heard

The inclusion police

Increase the visibility of others

OR

Use their own privilege or platform to bring others
‘in’ (sponsoring/advocating)

Perfect

Notice and call IN micro-behaviours. Be the safe
point to learn from

Allies foster inclusion and belonging
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Good progress – there’s more to do…
What can you do?

§
§
§
§

Be a visible ally, attend events and support your company’s D&I initiatives
Be passionate and compassionate
Listen and ask questions – its good to be curious
Be the change you want to see

What can police forces do?

Ensure healthcare offered is fully inclusive
Support the use of non-binary pronouns (Mx/they/them/their)
Provide training to support diverse employees (HR, Diversity & Inclusion, Managers)
Ensure you have role models at all levels
Intersectionality: ensure all forms of diversity are included and represented
Establish and maintain momentum in an Ally programme
Leverage partnerships with other organisations
Promote discussion, engagement & education on diverse topics
Implement inclusive policies (including Transitioning at work policy, manager support guidelines for
those with team members who identify as GNC and/or transitioning, dress code etc.)
§ Reverse mentoring
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

‘Celebrate not tolerate’
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